Telescopes with unobstructed pupil are known to deliver clean point spread function (PSF) to their focal plane, in contrast to traditional telescopes with obstructed pupil. Recent progress in the manufacturing aspheric surfaces and mounting accuracy favors unobstructed telescopes over obstructed telescopes for science cases that demand stable and clean PSF over the entire field-of-view. In this paper we compare the image quality of an unobstructed Three-Mirror-Anastigmat (TMA) design with that of an obstructed TMA. Both the designs have the same primary mirror, effective focal length, field-of-view and detector characteristics. We demonstrate using simulated images of faint elliptical galaxies imaged through the two designs, that both the designs can measure morphological parameters with same precision, if the PSF is reconstructed within 12 arc-minutes of the source. We also demonstrate that, the unobstructed design delivers desirable precision even if the PSF is reconstructed 50 arc-minutes away from the source. Therefore the PSF of unobstructed design is uniform over a wider field-of-view compared to an obstructed design. The image quality is given by the 1σ error-bars (68% confidence level) in the fitted values of the axisratio and position-angle of the simulated galaxies.
Introduction
Many astrophysical observations demand very high-resolution imaging and a stable PSF over the desired field-of-view. The former is limited by the size of the pupil and presence of central obstruction, while the latter is limited only by the obstruction. Theoretically unobstructed pupils 1 Université de Toulouse 3 Paul Sabatier; Toulouse, France 2 CNRS; IRAP; 57, Avenue d'Azereix, BP 826, F-65008 Tarbes cedex, France deliver a simpler PSF compared to obstructed designs. We know from the studies of Rowe (2010) that the accurate knowledge of the PSF is significant to make precise science measurements on astronomical images. Recent works done by Lampton et al. (2010) and Levi et al. (2011) suggest that unobstructed pupil have a faster survey rate for wide-field survey missions to study dark energy. These wide-survey images are used to perform strong lensing and weak lensing analyses. We know that lensing analyses depends on the precision with which we can measure the ellipticity and position-angle of a large number background sources and hence the shear and convergence produced by the lensing mass. The objective of this paper is to quantify the image quality of an obstructed and unobstructed telescope for such a wide-field survey mission. In this paper we focus on space based telescopes because ground based telescopes even with 'multi conjugate adaptive optics' (MCAO) are still not suitable to perform high resolution surveys.
Three Mirror Anastigmat Telescopes
Optical designs based on three aspheric mirrors (dubbed Three-Mirror-Anastigmat or TMA) are favored in modern astronomical instrumentation because these telescopes have a wider fieldof-view for a given pupil size. And it is possible to build a range of diffraction-limited designs using this configuration. TMA telescopes were proposed by Paul (1935) and developed by Baker (1969) and Korsch (1972) . Traditionally, these telescopes consist of a secondary mirror which partially obstructs the light falling on the primary mirror. This type of three mirror telescope are called obstructed TMA (hereafter OTMA). A few telescopes have been built recently in which the secondary mirror is offset from the path of the incoming light and no obstruction is present in front of the primary reflector. These type of telescopes are called unobstructed TMA (hereafter UTMA). The design of UTMA telescopes was discussed by Cook (1979) and Korsch (1980) . For stellar astrometry, UTMA design delivers better precision, for example GAIA (Perryman 2005) . Also unobstructed telescopes can image exoplanets close to bright stars with high contrast (Serabyn et al. 2010) . Hence, UTMA designs have been proposed for exoplanet characterization missions like EChO (Tinetti et al. 2012) and SPICES (Boccaletti 2012) . In the next section we briefly summarize the theoretical advantage of using an unobstructed pupil.
Advantage of an unobstructed pupil
The effective light gathering area of an obstructed pupil is lesser than an unobstructed pupil. And the blur size on the image plane increases with increasing obstruction. The focal image of a point source at infinity or PSF of a focusing optical system is the Fourier transform of its pupil shape. In the case of a circular pupil, the shape of the PSF is the Airy pattern with a bright central disc and faint concentric rings. We know from the studies of Taylor&Thomson (1958) that in the Airy pattern of an annular aperture there is significant transfer of energy from the central disc to the outer rings. The presence of support structure will also produce additional artefacts on the PSF. Levi et al. (2011) show in their work that the survey rate for a mission is directly proportional to the light gathering area and inversely proportional to the blur size for a given SNR. Therefore unobstructed telescopes must have faster survey speed for a given SNR. They also demonstrate that for unobstructed telescopes there is an increased density of resolved galaxies for weak lensing analyses. Lampton et al. (2010) show that the diffraction pattern of an OTMA telescope can destroy or mimic the lensing signals we desire to study because of the larger blur size. Hence the tighter PSF of UTMA telescopes should be beneficial for wide-field lensing missions. In this work we will quantify the precision with which UTMA telescopes can perform science measurements for weak lensing analyses compared to OTMA telescopes having same characteristics.
Outline
The objective of this work is to quantify the precision with which UTMA and OTMA telescopes can perform morphological parameter measurements for a wide field survey. In order to reach this goal the work was organized as follows. First, we modeled and optimized in parallel an OTMA and an UTMA telescope, both having the same primary mirror, effective focal length and FoV. The science requirements for our study are same as that of the Euclid mission (ESA/SRE 2011). Second, we created an end-to-end semi-realistic samples of elliptical galaxies passed through the full instrumental path, PSF convolution, CCD pixelisation, and noise effects. Third we selected and controlled the biases of the fitting routine for measuring galaxy morphologies. Then we measured the ellipticity in the simulated galaxies and calculated the error introduced by the PSF on the error budget. Finally, we compare the precision with which both the designs can perform the desired measurements. The paper structure sequentially follows these steps.
Telescope design and optimization
To compare the image quality of the two designs we need astronomical images observed using both the designs. To simulate quasi-realistic images we need atleast the PSF of the designs over the desired field-of-view (FoV). The end goal of this section is to compute the PSF for optimized designs of both the telescopes.
In this section, we present an overview of the method we used to design and optimize the OTMA and UTMA telescopes. First, we recall the parameters and conventions which are used to describe a telescope. Next, the procedure to derive first-order telescope design parameters is detailed. Finally, using the telescope design parameters we design and optimize the telescopes in a commercially available optical design program zemax 1 . We use the same program to compute the spot diagram, EE plots and PSF at the desired locations over the desired field-of-view (FoV).
From first principles, we recall that due to aberrations and diffraction there is never a one-toone correspondence between a source and its image on the focal plane. Geometrical optics, which treats light as a collection of rays traveling in straight lines is a good starting point to reduce the blur size of the focal image in the desired FoV . A design is successful when the optical aberrations it produces are small compared to the absolute physical limits set by diffraction. This abberation limited system will be further optimized using zemax, which takes into account the diffraction effects.
Telescope Design Parameters
By definition, Three-Mirror-Anastigmat (TMA) telescopes consists of three conic reflecting surfaces (see Figure 1) . The characteristics of a TMA can be defined using two families of parameters. The fundamental design parameters, which define the optical configuration from an image perspective and the constructional parameters, which define the optical configuration from an engineering perspective. The fundamental design parameters constrain the pixel scale, resolution limit, FoV, etc. The fundamental design parameters as defined in (Robb 1978) are given below. The constructional parameters allow us to construct the telescope or to model them in an optical design program. Constructional parameters of TMAs constitute the surface curvatures {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }, conic constants {k 1 , k 2 , k 3 } and the separation between the surfaces {d 1 , d 2 , d 3 }. A few of these parameters are shown in Figure 1 . In addition to these constructional parameters UTMA telescopes have three decenter distances called {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 } that correspond to offset of the centre of the reflecting surfaces from the axis perpendicular to the focal plane.
Design Constraints
The mission requirements fix the fundamental design parameters of the telescope. We use the Euclid mission requirements (ESA/SRE 2011) to fix the following parameters {Y 1 = 0.6 m, F 3 = 24.5 m, FoV= 0.787 × 0.709 deg 2 }. For Euclid the proposed wavelength range for the visual band instruments is 550-900 nm. Since it is not possible to introduce a spectrum in the optical design tool, we chose 3 discrete wavelengths to represent this band, they are {550 nm, 725 nm, 900 nm}. The diffraction effects were calculated for these wavelengths.
The fixed values of {Y 1 ,F 3 ,FoV} will be used as starting point for both the OTMA and UTMA designs. For wavelength 550 nm and F 3 = 24.5 m we obtan an image scale of 8.47 arc-sec/mm. For Y 1 = 0.6 m, we compute an Airy disk radius of 13.69 µm (or 0.12 ′′ ) for λ = 550 nm and 22.41 µm (or 0.19 ′′ ) for λ = 900 nm. The image scale and Airy radius dictate theoretical ability to detect PSF anisotropies close to the resolution limit. If the pixel size is larger than the Airy disk size, the PSF effects will not be noticeable. Therefore for our image quality analysis in Section 3 we simulate images with pixel scale 0.025 ′′ and 0.1 ′′ . The former pixel scale is much smaller than the Airy radius and the latter is in the order of the Airy radius. For pixel scales larger than this the OTMA and UTMA will have similar image quality. Also sources with artifacts smaller than the resolution limit are unresolved for both the designs.
Obstructed TMA design
The constructional parameters required to model an OTMA telescope can be obtained from the fundamental parameters using the relations derived in Robb (1978) (cf APPENDIX A for details). To calculate the constructional parameters we need all seven fundamental parameters. Three of the fundamental design parameters are constrained by the design requirement, so we have freedom to select the remaining parameters according to our practical constraints. In this work, we constrained the physical size of the designs and imposed a flat focal plane to obtain the remaining fundamental parameters (cf APPENDIX A for details). We generated a large family of OTMA telescope designs all obeying our constraints, from which one design was arbitrarily chosen to serve as a typical OTMA telescope. This telescope is named OTMA1. The fundamental design parameters and the constructional parameters for the chosen OTMA telescope are shown in Table  1 and Table 2 respectively. The central obstruction for the chosen design is 248 mm. Therefore, the linear obscuration for the design is 20.6%.
Unobstructed TMA design
The design of UTMA telescopes were discussed by Cook (1979) and Korsch (1980) . The work by Cook (1979) illustrates two examples of UTMA, but no analytical or numerical methods are provided to obtain those designs. The work by Korsch (1980) gives a rigorous numerical technique to determine the shape of the mirror surfaces. Though, this method is very general it has the caveat of not being straightforward to implement with modern ray-tracing software (because this method uses non-conic surfaces) and is optimized only for the central FoV. In contrast, we propose here a simple method to design an UTMA telescope from an OTMA telescope.
The Procedure To Design An UTMA Telescope From An OTMA Telescope
The basic idea of the procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 . We select an unobstructed sub-pupil from the primary mirror (PM) of a given OTMA telescope. This unobstructed portion can be used as a stand-alone UTMA telescope. But the resulting telescope will have a smaller PM compared to the original OTMA telescope. To obtain an UTMA telescope with the desired aperture, we scale the OTMA telescope before separating a sub-pupil. We use the paraxial ray-trace equations and the condition that no rays incident on the primary surface should be obstructed by the secondary surface and tertiary surface (no vignetting) to obtain the 'scale-factor'. This ensures us that the UTMA pupil is uniformly illuminated.
To obtain the scale factor, let y j , d j , i j , u j be the paraxial ray height, separation from the next surface, angle of incidence and angle after reflection. We already defined Y 1 to be the height of the PM, let the height of the scaled mirror be Y ′ 1 (= sY 1 ), where s is the scale-factor. Similarly, we denote the height of the secondary mirror (SM) and the scaled SM by Y 2 and Y ′ 2 (= sY 2 ). Using the ray trace equations in Born&Wolf (1965) we obtain the scale-factor as follows. A step-by-step pictorial representation for designing an UTMA telescope from an OTMA telescope is shown in this figure. Left panel is the initial OTMA1 telescope. Central panel is a scaled-OTMA telescope (here, scale factor s ≈ 2.5). Right panel is a sub-part of the scaled telescope that can be used as a stand-alone UTMA telescope. The fundamental parameters for all the telescopes are given in Table 1 . The lines correspond to the light rays traced.
(1)
We find that scaling does not change constructional parameters, but it does change fundamental design parameters. Keeping the PM focal length (
) invariant requires us to adjust the PM focal ratio. In other words, scaling Y 1 by a factor s decreases F pri by the same factor. Following our mission constraints, we applied this procedure on the OTMA1 design to obtain the scaled-OTMA1 design whose fundamental design parameters are shown in Table 1 . The scale-factor calculated using Equation (9), is approximately 2.5. The constructional parameters of the scaled design are unchanged. Unfortunately, this family of designs have an intrinsically narrow diffraction-limited FoV. Here we derive a FoV of 0.3×0.2 deg 2 (computed using zemax). The main reason for this narrow FoV is the decrease in F pri associated with the scaled design. The UTMA1 design is not suitable for our science requirement because of its narrow FoV, but science requirements less demanding in field size may find in this design an attractive and compact solution.
A convenient way of increasing the UTMA FoV, is to start with an OTMA having a large F pri . This is done at the expense of compactness of the final design. Hence, relaxing the constraint on size allows us to create a new family of OTMA designs (cf APPENDIX A). Again, one design (named OTMA2) is drawn randomly from this new family. Its fundamental parameters are given in Table 1 . This design is scaled by scale-factor 2.6 to obtain the UTMA2 design. The constructional parameters for UTMA2 are shown in Table 2 . The OTMA1 and UTMA2 are chosen for optimization and image quality analysis. 
Optimization
Using the constructional parameters in Table 2 , the two telescope designs are modeled in zemax. The optimization feature of zemax has the capability of improving the design given a reasonable starting point and a set of variable parameters. In our case, the starting point is the diffraction-limited system defined by the constructional parameters in Table 2 and the set of parameters to be optimized are all the constructional parameters plus the aspheric coefficients that define the mirror surfaces. In order to assess quantitatively how closely the optimized optical system meets our specified set of constraints, a merit-function is defined. The merit-function value is the square root of the weighted sum of the squares of the difference between the actual and desired value of the list of constraints. Here, we fixed the effective focal length (F 3 ) of the system and constrained the size of spot radii to give diffraction-limited images over the desired FoV. During optimization process zemax takes into account the wave nature of light and hence the diffraction effects. The spot diagrams were computed at locations given in Figure 3 to verify whether the constraints were met. Optimized OTMA and UTMA designs achieve similar Merit Function values. Next we compute the PSFs for both the optimized designs.
PSF Computation
The PSFs of OTMA and UTMA designs were computed using zemax (which employs HuygensFresnel diffraction principle) at field locations labeled in Figure 3 . The PSF computation was done for wavelength bands between 550 nm and 900 nm. The PSFs computed at these locations are converted into FITS images and normalized to unit intensity. Figure 4 shows the PSF for OTMA and UTMA telescope at FoV location labeled '1' in Figure 3 . The PSFs have a pixel scale of 0.025 ′′ (same as the value used for simulating galaxy images). At first glance, we can see that the the UTMA PSF on the right panel (Figure 4 ) is rotational invariant and does not show any features like spikes compared to the OTMA PSF. These PSFs will be used to simulate galaxy images for the two designs.
Using the simulated images, our objective is to find out whether the presence of spikes and the brightness of the outer rings affect the science measurements of the OTMA telescope. The variation of PSF over the FoV and the PSF reconstruction errors will also affect the science measurements. If the PSF is homogeneously uniform over the entire FoV, PSF reconstruction errors will be smaller. The intrinsic characteristics of the PSF and the variation of the PSF over the FoV will be addressed in section 4. Figure 3 . The OTMA PSF on the left panel shows diffraction spikes due to the presence of spider support structure. The UTMA PSF on the right panel is rotational invariant and any artifact visible to naked eye is due to the graphics file format.
Image Simulation And Model Fitting
In this section we brief on how to simulate quasi realistic images which can be obtained from the two designs. Then we show how to use model fitting tools on these images to fit the simulated morphological properties. In this study the PSF is the only distinguishing factor between the two designs. We add noise to the images to account for other dominating factors during model fitting. The remaining factors are assumed to affect the precision of both the designs in the same way.
The procedure for image simulation and model fitting is as follows. First we simulated galaxy images with no PSF artifacts and free of any noise. Second we convolved the images with both OTMA and UTMA PSF to include the PSF effects. The simulated galaxy images and the PSF have same pixel scale of 0.025 ′′ . After convolution we pixelised the images to 0.1 ′′ pixel scale. This pixel scale is in the order of the Airy radius and allow us to study the effect of the PSF on different scales. We now have two sets of images with different pixel scales (or sampling frequencies). We add poissonian (sky background) noise to the images with both pixel scales. Finally, for measuring the axis-ratio and the position-angle we used the routine sextractor (Bertin 1996) to get the initial values, and then fit the same using 2D-parametric model fitting technique galfit (Peng et al. 2010 ).
Simulating Galaxy Images
Our galaxy images were simulated using the ASTROMATIC 2 tools provided by Bertin (2009) . These tools allow us to produce galaxy images with known properties (namely apparent magnitude, redshift, axis-ratio, position-angle, bulge-to-total ratio in the observed passband) and a deVacouleur profile. First, we used the tool stuff (Bertin 2009 ) to create a catalog of sources. These sources are faint elliptical galaxies with apparent magnitude between 23 mag and 24 mag (the Euclid mission is magnitude limited at 24.5 mag in visual band). Jouvel et al. (2009) show that the number density of resolved objects is directly proportional to the resolving power of the telescope for a given magnitude limit. The Airy radius of both our designs are in the same order (0.12 ′′ at 550nm and 0.19 ′′ at 900nm) and this limits the half-light radius for our simulated galaxies. We simulate galaxies with mean half-light radius in the order of 0.2 ′′ .
The inputs for stuff routine are detailed Table 3 . The catalog contains a large number of galaxies with a wide range of axis-ratios. For simplicity, we divide the sample into 8 bins according to the galaxy axis-ratio. Table 4 shows the bins, they are labeled E1 through E8. PSF convolution is scale dependent and affects different axis-ratios in different ways. In real surveys, galaxies with slender axis-ratios are rarer than galaxies which tend to be circular. We ensure that there are at least hundred members in each galaxy bin.
With the stuff catalog as input, FITS image of the galaxies are created using the tool skymaker (Bertin 2009 ). The galaxies have a standard de-Vaucouleur profile. The de-Vaucouleur profile is fully defined by the centroid position (x,y), magnitude, effective radius, axis-ratio and position-angle of the galaxy. In principle, skymaker allows users to set telescope PSF and CCD detector characteristics, but we used it as an simple image generator. We set the telescope and detector characteristics such that the resulting images have negligible instrumental artifacts, pixelisation and noise. For computation speed, images are cut-out into 512×512 pixels stamps centered on galaxies. We convolved the stamps of images with PSFs (cf section 2.5) of both the designs. The convolved images have an infinite SNR. We add poissonian noise equivalent to sky background of 30 mag/arcsec 2 to the images to reduce their SNR to desired value. For real sky background (Leinert et al. 1998 ) we need to increase the exposure time to obtain the desired SNR for both the designs. Noise addition is done for images with both pixel scales. The essential inputs for the skymaker tool are shown in Table 5 .
Model Fitting Techniques
We setup a two-step pipeline to fit galaxy models to the simulated ellipticals. First we extracted the galaxies and performed a crude measurement of axis-ratio and position-angle using the routine sextractor (Bertin 1996) . Second, we used the more elaborate 2D-parametric galaxy fitting routine galfit (Peng et al. 2010 ) with the sextractor derived morphological parameters as initial values. Advantages of using galfit are, it takes the PSF effects into account while fitting the parameters, it is not very sensitive to initial settings and galfit gives chi-squared values of the fit as an indication on the confidence. galfit optimizes a set of parameters over an input 2D-image. The user decides which parameters are kept constant and which ones are fitted. In addition to the 2D-image and the PSF, galfit requires the correct exposure time and magnitude zeropoint as input.
galfit is especially sensitive to sky background and allows users to fix the sky value or fit the best [1] The Exposure time is equivalent to a 10m telescope. To obtain the same flux and SNR, a 1.2-m telescope should have an exposure time in the order of 4050 seconds (Schroeder 1987) . [2] The image simulated will contain no sky background noise. This will be added after PSF convolution.
sky value. Since the galaxies are simulated using de-Vaucouleur profile, the same is fitted for the final image using galfit. The (x,y) position and the magnitude are fixed using the values obtained from sextractor. The values fitted by galfit are the effective radius, axis-ratio and position-angle of the galaxy. Now we compare the simulated and fitted values of the axis-ratio and positionangle. We ensure that all galaxies are fit with a reduced chi-squared close to one. The standard deviation allowed for the reduced chi-squared is 0.2. Galaxies fitted outside this regime are not included for further analysis. Since galfit uses the PSF as an input, we can use PSFs from other regions in the FoV to study the effect on precision due to PSF reconstruction errors.
Results and Discussions
In this section, we present the mean error and 1σ standard deviation in the axis-ratio and position-angle (PA) measurement for both the designs. Later we discuss the results obtained. The mean error and 1σ error bar are presented for 3 case studies. In case study #1 we assume it is possible to perfectly reconstruct the PSF for model fitting. In essence we use the same PSF for image simulation and model fitting. This is the best case scenario. In case study #2 we take into account the fact that it is not possible to perfectly reconstruct the PSF. So we use a PSF from a far region in the FoV for fitting process. This is the worst case scenario. In case study #3 we use a number of PSF between the best case and worst case scenario to mimic possible errors in realistic PSF reconstruction.
The difference between the simulated and the fitted values (of morphological properties) is the error in measurement. This error can be used to compare the image quality of the two designs. The error in axis-ratio and position-angle of the fitted values is measured for hundred galaxies in each axis-ratio bin (see Table 4 ). If q is the simulated axis-ratio of galaxy and q ′ the fitted axis-ratio, the error in expressed by the difference (q − q ′ )/q. Assuming that the error set (for 100 galaxies) has a normal distribution we calculate the mean and 1σ standard deviation for the errors in each bin. The mean and especially the 1σ standard deviation should be lower for the design with better image quality.
Case #1
In this case study we use the same PSF (computed at point labeled '1' in Figure 3 ) for both simulation and fitting process. Tables 6 and 7 present the mean error and 1σ error-bar for axisratio and PA measurement for both pixel scales. Figures 5 and 6 show the error-bar plots for both the telescopes corresponding to images with pixel size 0.025 ′′ and 0.1 ′′ respectively. In both the
Figures the x-axis runs from axis-ratio bin E1(q < 0.3) through E8(q >0.9). Figure 5 shows the error-bar plot for axis-ratio and PA measurement for images with pixel scale 0.025 ′′ . The results are almost same for both the OTMA and UTMA design. The mean error is close to zero for axis-ratio measurement but the 1σ error-bar is high for slender galaxies and is negligibly small for circular galaxies. This is a consequence of the fact that the minor axis of the slender galaxies is not properly resolved by both the designs. In case of the PA measurement the mean error is close to zero for both the designs and the 1σ error-bar is small for slender galaxies and increases as galaxies get circular. The PSF generally makes all objects circular and this affects the precision with which PA can be measured for intrinsically circular objects. The last bin E8(q >0.9) is not shown for PA plots because these objects are almost circular and there is no sense in measuring their PA. Figure 6 shows the error-bar plot for axis-ratio and PA measurement for images with pixel scale 0.1 ′′ . The results are again the same for both the OTMA and UTMA design. In the case of large pixels, for axis-ratio measurements the mean error is biased towards negative values. This implies that the axis-ratio is always over estimated. This over estimation can be attributed to the PSF effects, large pixel size and pixel shape. Contemporary missions are designed with pixel sizes of this order and this bias needs to be accounted for.
From these results we can conclude that if the PSF is accurately reconstructed, we can perform the science measurements with the same precision using both the designs. The transfer of energy from the Airy disk to the outer rings or the diffraction spikes shown in Figure 4 for the OTMA design do not affect the science measurements of this design significantly. But in real time analyses there is always an uncertainty in the knowledge of the PSF. The error-bar plot corresponding to case study #1 for axis-ratio and position-angle measurement. The images have a pixel scale of 0.1 ′′ . The large pixel size introduces a systematic bias in the axis-ratio measurement for both the designs.
Case #2
In this case study we use a PSF from a different region in the FoV (computed at point labeled '11' in the Figure 3) for model fitting purposes. This is equivalent to having poor knowledge of the PSF.
The error-bars in axis-ratio and PA measurement are presented in Figures 7 and 8 for pixel scales 0.025 ′′ and 0.1 ′′ respectively. Tables 8 and 9 present the mean error and 1σ error-bar for axis-ratio and PA measurement for both pixel scales. For images with pixel scale 0.025 ′′ the 1σ error-bar is smaller for the UTMA design than the OTMA design for both the axis-ratio and PA measurement. The error bars are smaller by a factor of 2-4 for the UTMA depending upon the axis-ratio bin. In other words, even in the presence of PSF reconstruction errors the 1σ error-bars of the UTMA design do not change, but that of the OTMA increase in size for both the axis-ratio and PA measurement. The same results are obtained for pixel size 0.1 ′′ too.
Since the UTMA PSF does not vary over the FoV, all the unsaturated point sources in the FoV can be used to extract the PSF. Hence, it is possible to obtain high SNR PSFs for the UTMA design.
Case #3
In this case study we focus only on the OTMA design, because we showed in case study #2 that the UTMA PSF is uniform over a wide region of the FoV. We sample OTMA PSFs at intermediate points between the simulated PSF ( labeled '1' in the Figure 3 ) and worst case ( labeled '11' in the Figure 3) . The PSFs are sampled at 4 positions {0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4} degrees from the PSF used for simulation. For these PSFs we find the precision with which the OTMA design performs measurements for a particular axis-ratio bin (E5). Figure 9 shows the mean error and 1σ error-bar for axis-ratio and PA measurement for the intermediate PSFs. We find that the precision of the OTMA design is equivalent to that of the UTMA design when the PSF of the OTMA design can be reconstructed within 0.2 degrees or 12 arc-minutes from the simulated PSF. The error-bar for UTMA design case study #2 is also shown for comparison.
Discussion of the Results

Encircled Energy Plots
From the above case studies we conclude that, if we can reconstruct the PSF within 10 arcminutes from the point of interest, the OTMA design perform science measurements with the same precision as UTMA design. The performance of the OTMA design drops if the PSF is reconstructed at a distance greater than 10 arc-minutes from the source. The reason can be understood if we look at the encircled energy (EE) plots at different regions in the FoV for both the designs. Figure 10 shows the EE plot at 2 different regions in the FoV for both the designs. These 2 regions correspond to the region of interest in the above case studies (labeled FoV-1 and FoV-11 in Figure  3 ). The EE varies over the FoV for the OTMA design but it is uniform for the UTMA design. Since EE is a derivative of the PSF we can conclude that the PSF of the UTMA design is homogeneous over the entire FoV. The same is not true for the OTMA design.
The OTMA design used here is only a representative of a family of OTMA designs. Therefore, one can argue that it is possible to design other OTMA telescopes that have uniformly same EE over the entire FoV. We show here that the presence of spider obstruction will not allow OTMA designs to have homogenous PSF over a wide FoV. We modeled the OTMA1 telescope in zemax without the spider support structure and computed the EE at different FoV locations. The EE plot of the design without spider support is reasonably uniform over the entire FoV. Therefore, the spider support structure is the significant contributor for the inhomogeneity to the PSF. Hence, in theory the UTMA PSFs are homogenous over a wider FoV compared to OTMA PSFs.
PSF Reconstruction
For an OTMA design, the correlation between neighboring PSFs can be used to construct a metric which tell us how the PSF varies over the FoV. If sufficient number of unsaturated point sources are available in the FoV, the PSF can be computed at any point with desired SNR for an OTMA design. In case of UTMA design the PSF is uniform over the FoV and hence the PSF can be extracted without extensive knowledge of the metric. In practice the PSF for both the designs can be extracted with desired SNR for a given number of unsaturated point sources. If the PSF is known with desirable SNR, then both the designs will measure the morphological parameters with same precision as shown in case study #1.
Systematic Errors
A short list of the important systematic errors that affect both the designs is as follows. Studies of the photometric evidence by King (1977) suggests that axis-ratio and position-angle change with isophotal radius in elliptical galaxies due to their triaxial nature. Also studies by Voigt et al. (2012) show that the impact of color gradients, which are intrinsically present on the image can affect the morphology measurements. Studies by Rhodes et al. (2010) show that CTI effects are a dominant factor which affect the precision of aging CCDs.
Tolerancing
Tolerancing or sensitivity analysis computes the change in a given property for a change in the constructional parameters. We do not perform a full scale tolerancing analysis to measure the change in the science results for tolerances in all the constructional parameters. Instead of such an exhaustive analysis, we did some defocussing to see how it affects the RMS wavefront error in the system. For reasonable defocussing of ± 0.01 mm, both the designs show an RMS wavefront error less than 0.07 waves, which is the diffraction limit of the system. The sensitivity of all the constructional parameters needs to be tested include the manufacturing and alignment errors which will affect the PSF computed in this study.
Conclusion
The significant results of our analysis are as follows. In case study #1 and #3 we show that the intrinsic properties of the OTMA PSF, like the bright concentric rings and diffraction spikes did not affect the morphological parameter measurements significantly, if the PSF is reconstructed within 10 arc-minutes of the source. If the PSF is reconstructed beyond 10 arc-minute the performance of the OTMA design degrades. But case study #2 shows that the precision of the UTMA design is not affected even if the PSF is reconstructed 50 arc-minutes from the point of interest. This is because the PSF of UTMA design is homogeneous over the desired FoV compared to the OTMA design. The EE plot is shown for the OTMA in the left panel and the UTMA in the right panel. The EE is calculated for wavelengths between 550 nm and 900 nm at two different FoV locations. The labels for the FoV correspond to the labels in Figure 3 . Lampton et al. (2010) have shown that the radius for EE = 80% level is greater for the OTMA design. We also show EE plot does not change for the UTMA design (solid line) over the FoV and it changes considerably for the OTMA design (dashed line). For the equations to obtain the conic constants see (1978) .
for flat focal plane. There are two possible solution for D 3 , positive or negative. The positive value is chosen, so that the the design can be folded. The range of F pri values chosen for the OTMA design lie between 0.5 and 1.5. And for the UTMA design it is 4.5-5.5. Using the equations above a large set of d 1 , F 2 B and D 3 are obtained. The fundamental parameters are then used to obtain the constructional parameters. A few designs are randomly chosen from the large set and modeled in the optical design program zemax to study their characteristics.
